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A Few Quick things…

A video recording of this live webinar will be sent to you afterwards.



A Few Quick things…

Links to the slide deck and other featured resources will be sent out 
with the recording.



A Few Quick things…

We have time for Q&A.



A Few Quick things…

Use the Chat window to 
ask a question or drop in 
a comment.



Today’s Speaker

Jon Powell
Senior Director of Research and 
Education
jon@nextafter.com

@JonPowell31

mailto:tim@nextafter.com




Just one part of the envelope





From This To This







• The human sensory system sends the 
brain about 11,000,000 bits of 
information each second.

• The actual amount of information our 
conscious mind can handle has been 
estimated to be somewhere between 
16 and 60 bits per second.

We Rely on Impressions



Knowing this…

There are generally two ways to 
improve a subject line so that it 

leaves an irresistible impression on 
a person…
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Appealing to the topic angle…



“Hey Jon, It’s Tim [K]…. I 
have a question about 
taxes and enrollment.

Can you call me back?”



“Hey Nathan, It’s Paul…. I 
have a question about taxes 
and enrollment.

Can you call me back?”



“Hey Jon, It’s Tim [K]…. I 
have a question about
your paycheck and health 
insurance. 
Can you call me back asap 
so I can get everything to 
you on time?





Potentially powerful, right?



The challenge: You have 
to figure out the most 
relevant, urgent and 

important angle.





But wait! There’s 
another way!
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ü You don’t have to be an amazing writer.

ü You don’t have to be extremely 
knowledgeable



Appealing to the 
conversation.



“Hey Jon, It’s Tim [K]…. I 
have a question about 
taxes and enrollment.

Can you call me back?”



“Hey Jon, It’s Tim [K]…. I 
have an important 
question I need to ask 
you.

Can you call me back?”



“Hey Nathan, It’s Paul…. I 
have an important question I 
need to ask you.

Can you call me back?”



It’s about creating 
expectation



What we 
Discovered
After examining our 
library of 1,000+ 
published experiments, 
we’ve analyzed 50+ 
subject line experiments 
to help us understand this 
phenomenon and how to 
leverage it to even the 
playing field. 



The 5 key levers to 
making it work.



5 key levers

1. Mystery

For appealing to the conversation





#2675
VERSION A

VERSION B 37.3
%

In Email Opens



#1377
VERSION A

VERSION B

121%
In Email Clicks

Mike Huckabee hosts LI's own

Students freeze up when they hear this

9.5%
In Email Opens



#2240
VERSION A VERSION B

[topic]

8%
In Email Opens



A new course for you: American Heritage

#1390
VERSION A

VERSION B

15.1%
In Email Clicks

Your next course is ready



What does this mean?

To activate the element of mystery, you need to leave just enough 
information out of the subject line concerning the topic.



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

For appealing to the conversation



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

For appealing to the conversation



Do people always come to email 
because they have to?



Email can be just as much an 
ESCAPE
as it is a
DUTY.



Why would someone 
want to “escape” to 
email? 

QUESTION?



People often
ESCAPE

to email looking for a
QUICK WIN.



=
STIMULANT



=
STIMULANT

It’s about utility-based fulfillment.



Knowing this, how do we use this 
to write better subject lines?



PERCEIVED UTILITY (giving) (#4715)

VERSION A VERSION CVERSION B

25.2%
In Email Opens

7.4%
In Email Opens



PERCEIVED UTILITY (free offer) 
(#5439)

VERSION A VERSION B

15.8%
In Email Opens



PERCEIVED UTILITY (#1296)

VERSION A VERSION B

21%
In Email Opens



PERCEIVED UTILITY (#1622)
VERSION A

VERSION B

3 reasons to give a life-changing gift

Why do you give Christmas gifts?

84%
In Clicks



PERCEIVED UTILITY (#1048)
VERSION A

VERSION B

Offering life and hope

Do you like superheroes?

53%
In Opens



ANTI-UTILITY (#1055)

VERSION A VERSION B

19%
In Email Opens

Will you help me share some love? 720 women



ANTI-UTILITY (#892)

VERSION A VERSION B

[specific topic] [specific topic]
[Bird] [Bird]

5%
In Email Opens



But what if I am asking for 
money? How is that beneficial 

to them?



“The desire for a feeling of 
importance is one of the 
chief distinguishing 
differences between 
mankind and the animals.”

-Dale Carnegie



What does this mean?

To activate the element of mystery, you need to leave just enough 
information out of the subject line concerning the topic.

To activate the element of utility, you need to imply that there is 
something useful to them or their special interest – be it a gift, free 
resource, or opportunity to be part of something special.



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

3. You

For appealing to the conversation



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

3. You

For appealing to the conversation





How do we achieve this effect in a 
subject line?



Find a way to naturally add  the 
word “you.”



Focusing on You

VERSION A

VERSION B

One of 16

Issac has a message for you

108%
In Clicks



Focusing on You

VERSION A

VERSION B

We recorded this for you

What real [topical focus] looks like

14%
In Opens



Pay attention to how this 
element can naturally combine 

with the previous two elements…



Remember these winners??
LOSERS WINNERS

3 reasons to give a life-changing gift Why do you give Christmas gifts?

Offering life and hope Do you like superheroes?

It’s not a duty, it’s a privilege! I want to help you



#3798 – See the other two 
elements?

VERSION A VERSION B

7.9%
In Email Opens



+MYSTERY + YOU (#5694)

VERSION A VERSION B

22.5%
In Email Opens



+UTILITY + YOU (#3012)
VERSION A

VERSION B

49%
In Email Opens



Specifically using the word “you” isn’t 
as important as making it feel like it 

was written specifically to them.



Specific to [them] (#1800, #2242) 

VERSION A

VERSION B

Do you want a free [content offer]?

[Name], get your complimentary [content offer] 

27%
In Opens



What does this mean?

To activate the element of mystery, you need to leave just enough 
information out of the subject line concerning the topic.

To activate the element of utility, you need to imply that there is 
something useful: a benefit, a gift, or content that progresses them 
toward a goal

To activate the element of you, you need to imply that this email was 
made specifically for them, either by using the word “you,” using their 
name, or writing it so it feels personally addressed. 



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

3. You

4. Recency

For appealing to the conversation



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

3. You

4. Recency

For appealing to the conversation





Activating
RECENCY

involves using
TIME RELEVANCE

indicators/words.



üDays of the week

üYesterday, today, tonight, tomorrow

üTime of day salutations



#8040

VERSION A VERSION B

13.3%
In Email Opens



#6824

VERSION A VERSION B

5.8%
In Email Opens



#5455

VERSION A VERSION B

11.1%
In Email Opens



#2725

From This

To this

5.5%
In Email Opens



What does this mean?

To activate the element of recency, you need to use a word that 
implies your email covers something recent and/or newsworthy.



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

3. You

4. Recency

5. Authenticity

For appealing to the conversation



5 key levers

1. Mystery

2. Utility

3. You

4. Recency

5. Authenticity

For appealing to the conversation



#5831
VERSION A VERSION B

28%
In Email Opens



#536

VERSION A VERSION B

[Organization Name] [Organization Name]

77%
In Email Opens



#6102

VERSION A VERSION B

7.7%
In Email Opens



#2932

VERSION A VERSION B

58.6
%

In Email Opens



What does this mean?

To activate the element of recency, you need to use a word that 
implies your email covers something recent and/or newsworthy.

To activate the element of authenticity, you need to avoid phrases or 
word pairs that come off as opportunistic.



You know whose team were 
experts at this approach?





https://neilpatel.com/blog/email-
marketing-lessons-obama/



My personal 
favorites?



My personal 
favorites?

“Hey”

“Hey again”

“Aloha”



Formula for Appealing to the 
Conversation

3(Ut +Mys) + 2Rc + You - 2uAu

Ut (utility) = Implies something that will benefit/progress them
Mys (mystery) = Leaves out info to completely determine what it is
You = Includes “made for them” cue
Rc (recency) = Includes recency cue
uAu (Unauthentic) = Includes unnatural/unauthentic cues



Building your subject line
• This heuristic tells us to create our conversation appealing subject lines like 

this:

• Write out a subject line with a primary focus on the reader’s benefit/importance growth 
(utility) 

• Re-write the subject line to not completely give the topic away (mystery)

• Then try to add a recency cue 

• Then try to add a “made for you” cue or short phrase

• Finally, check to make sure it doesn’t come off as opportunistic or self-centered



In Summary?



ü You don’t always have to be that 
expert writer…

ü You don’t always have to figure out 
that perfect subject line angle…



Instead…
Just give readers the 

impression
that you have a conversation 

worth having.



And sometimes that does 
mean finding the best 

TOPIC angle too!



Don’t dismiss the topic angle…

VERSION A

VERSION B

A new resource for you…

Creating boundaries

29%
In Opens



• 2 Days
• 16+ Speakers
• 500+ Fundraisers and Marketers
• Pre-Summit Certification 
• Workshop
• Absurdly Fun Networking



Learn More and

Get Your Tickets
NIOSUMMIT.COM



Email Fundraising 
Optimization Training
• @ The Studio Loft in Denver, CO

• Sept. 23rd, 2019

• Day before NIO Summit

NIOSUMMIT.COM/WORKSHOP



Questions?


